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Color is a cornerstone in nearly all visual art, and the way a viewer perceives a work of
art is closely related to color. My senior project, a visual art exhibition featuring six abstract
paintings, explored the complex relationship between color and emotion, specifically the
viewer's reaction to the range of emotions I explored within the color yellow.
Overview
For me, color is innately connected to emotion -- even as children we inherently
understand the connection between simple emotions and colors, such as yellow with happiness or
blue with sadness. With my exhibition, I wanted to ask the question of whether the color yellow
elicits emotional response from the viewer. I created six abstract paintings that centered around
the color yellow in order to explore that specific color’s emotional ties. I wanted this exhibition
to simply propose a new idea for viewers to think about. I learned that I was not possibly going
to elicit the broad spectrum of emotions I myself feel in response to yellow, but that is part of the
beauty of the exploration. I believe an artist’s job is to put art into the world that explores new
ideas, so with my exhibition I explored the color yellow through the lens of color psychology.
My works did not lead to any breakthrough discovery about how emotion is tied to the color
yellow, but rather I learned a lot about my personal connection to color and how the emotionality
of color is a fluid concept that is different from person to person and for different pieces of art. I
was able to speak with a handful of viewers about their perceptions, and it has become clear to
me that people interact with color in a million different ways. I was able to focus on the visual art
more and let the psychology of color simply serve as an inspiration to its creation and a
thought-provoking anecdote after the fact. I think when I began this thesis project a part of me
expected to find an answer to my questions of what color truly does to one's emotions, but
instead I found that art is not meant to answer questions, but rather help you see a new way to

think about the world and find new questions to ask. This project served as a way of helping me
process my own emotions rather than prove anything about the connection of color to emotion
with any certainty.
Why Yellow?
For me personally, the emotional ties to the color yellow are very clear and exciting, or so
I thought. When I chose to work with the color yellow, it was because I believed yellow,
although powerful, lived inside this box of hope and happiness and that I would be able to show
how yellow elicited those certain emotions no matter what, but I was wrong. I steered away from
using the color blue because I believed it would result in a somber collection, but after losing a
family member during the creation of this project, I learned that it did not matter what color I
was focusing on, all of my emotions were going to influence my work whether they fit into the
“yellow happiness box” or not. So much of what a viewer takes away from a piece of art has to
do with circumstance, and even an artist’s own situation is going to influence mood and tone
more so than color is able to. Now, I do still believe color plays a role, but I was naive to think it
was powerful enough to overcome all the other factors that affect how a person creates and views
art and be the sole thing influencing the emotion of a piece.
Influences and Background Research
In order to fully understand the impact of this project, I think it is important to reflect on
what influenced and inspired its creation. Upon proposing this exploration, I did some research
not only into color psychology, but also into various artists who were well known for work with
abstraction and/or color theory. Gerhard Richter, Johannes Itten, and Josef Albers are a few
artists that I specifically looked into at that time, and had such a strong influence on me as an
artist as well as on this project specifically.

Gerhard Richter was a German painter born in 1932, who is known for working with
photorealism, abstraction, and geometric color charts (Gerhard Richter). For my project
specifically, his abstract paintings were the most relevant for inspiration as well as his work with
color theory and color charts. Richter started creating uniform grids of color that become known
as his iconic color charts in 1966. Before exploring these charts, Richter had only ever produced
one painting that was not black and white, so these charts became a turning point for his career
as an artist (Cascone). Richter explored the relationship between colors and exemplified the
importance of color theory before branching out into his abstractions in full of color. I was drawn
to this notion and wanted to imitate this process on a smaller scale within my project. I started by
simply looking at colors on small canvases and even digitally, through the use of tools such as
procreate, in order to gain a better understanding of how yellow reacts in relation to other shades
or other hues. Three of these smaller explorations were displayed at the entrance to the exhibition
(as seen in image 1) to help ease the viewer into the exploration. After playing with various color
relationships in a similar way to that of Richter, I was able to take those colors and use them on
the full scale works.
Another significant artist in the world of color is Johannes Itten. Johannes Itten, a painter
and designer, was a teacher at the Bauhaus school during the preliminary years of Bauhaus’s
establishment and helped to develop many of the foundational courses. (The Bauhaus, founded
by Walter Gropius, was a prominent art school in Germany from 1919 to 1933 known for
teachers and students such as Kandinsky and Moholy-Nagy.) One of the most interesting things
about Itten’s career to me personally, is his look into contrasting relationships between colors. He
was the first artist to develop a theory of seven types of contrasts that affect the relationship
between colors. He focused on things such as saturation and temperature to test his ideas (7

Colors). Taking a close look into the methods he developed off of this theory gave me a better
understanding of how to manipulate my colors in order to create various visual elements. I think
some of my strongest pieces are the ones that worked in strong contrast of light and darks as well
as saturation.
Josef Albers, born in 1888, was a student of Itten’s and became known for making
impactful contributions to color theory with his iconic color square paintings. Interaction of
Color, a book Albers published in 1963, is still used today in arts education and is considered to
be one of the most influential texts on color theory. Talking about color relationships, Albers
once said, “Simultaneous contrast is not just a curious optical phenomenon—it is the very heart
of painting” (Josef Albers). Albers’s ability to manipulate color to create clean relationships
between different colors was very inspiring for my project. Works such as SK-ED, 1972 and
Arrived, 1965 showed me specifically how the color yellow could be used to create beautiful
compositions. While the style of my paintings ended up being quite different, Albers’s use of
color was an important inspiration for my project.
It was important for me, as the artist, to have a good understanding of color theory and its
connection to emotion before I began working on this project that was so focused on emotional
ties to color. I was able to find perspectives on color psychology from psychologists as well as
artists, and I believe gaining both types of understanding was necessary for me personally, to
better understand multiple perceptions. Kendra Cherry, an author and educational speaker for
students learning about psychology writes, “Color is a powerful communication tool and can be
used to signal action, influence mood, and even influence physiological reactions. Certain colors
have been associated with increased blood pressure, increased metabolism, and eyestrain.” It was
fascinating to me how understanding that color can cause a physiological response leads

psychologists to believe colors can cause psychological responses as well. “While perceptions of
color are somewhat subjective, there are some color effects that have universal meaning,”
(Cherry, Color Psychology). It is important to note that color is a very personal experience, and
often a cultural one as well, yet psychologists have found some universal tendencies. For
example, the color yellow has a few common associations including the fact that it tends to be
attention-grabbing, warm, frustrating, hard to read, and energetic. Some of these associations
such as attention grabbing and difficult to read tend to be more universally felt in a physiological
way, but the other associations are simply common and a viewer, depending on their culture and
background, may have a completely different range of associations (Cherry, The Color
Psychology of Yellow).
Allison S. Gremillion, a designer who focuses on psychology and human connection,
offers similar insight to that of Chandra Cherry into color psychology, yet from a different
perspective. She believes that colors are linked to emotions and whether a color is warm, cool,
bright, or dull can all have an effect on the emotion the color elicits (Gremillion). She highlights
the importance of understanding psychological effects of color in logo design. A youthful
company will want to use different colors than a more traditional company. Why? It all comes
down to associations and psychology. “The way different colors can affect emotions depends
largely on a color’s brightness, shade, tint or tone and whether it’s cool or warm toned,”
(Gremillion). She too, dives into specific colors as Cherry did, and when it comes to yellow,
Gremillion believes it is connected to spontaneity and energy, an aspect Cherry also highlighted.
Gremillion also points out the attention-grabbing nature of yellow as well as the downside of the
reflective quality of yellow that can make it aggressive and hard to look at (Gremillion). I think it
is interesting that two different writers from very different backgrounds came to similar

conclusions about a specific color. Knowing all of this information regarding colors and their
common associations was important for me as the artist of this exploration although I did not
find myself pulling any direct influence from these articles while actually creating the pieces.
Rather, simply having the knowledge, I believe, was enough to subconsciously be influenced and
be able to look at my works, specifically the colors I was using, in new ways.
Process
From childhood, individuals are taught to express emotion through colors, and even
movies such as Inside Out reinforce this basic human understanding. I wanted my exhibition to
illustrate this innate phenomenon in the reverse, allowing a specific color to evoke emotion
within the viewers or at least get them to think about color. My final exhibition included six
paintings that manifested in an abstract fashion centered around the color yellow.
For me personally, yellow has always symbolized the feelings of joy, happiness, freedom,
and sunshine, which is connected to warmth and good times. Throughout this process, I learned
that yellow holds a lot more depth of emotion for myself than I had originally thought. I intended
to play off of those shallow personal associations as I created each work, but with each piece I
allowed how I was truly feeling to pierce through and discovered yellow can hold feelings of
hope as well as remorse and even feelings of grief for good times lost. I believe my paintings
captured very real and raw emotions from uplifting happy days to overwhelming anxiety to the
melancholy of mundane everyday life. I had no idea what the final pieces would look like in the
end because of the nature of abstract painting, but through well thought out decisions about color
and shapes as well as the interaction between textures, I was able to create pieces I am proud of.
I worked with 6 canvases, 2 24” x 36”, 2 20” x 30”, and 2 30” by 30”. I knew I wanted to
work with dimensions large enough to hold wait within the viewers eyeline, but of course was

limited by finances and resources. In a perfect world, I imagine these pieces would’ve been full
wall sizes, but I believe they were impactful nonetheless. All of the final paintings were done
with oil paints and for a few of the more textural pieces, I used impasto medium as well.
For each piece I would begin with a general idea of the colors I wanted to use as well as
the composition, but for every painting, I ended up morphing that idea as I went. I find it so
interesting to see that the more paintings I did, the more I liked them. My first three paintings, in
my opinion, are not as strong as the latter three, and I think that is because I used the first
paintings as a means of exploration and a way to get a better handle on what I was trying to
accomplish. By the fourth painting, I think I was finally able to land on a style that felt true to
myself as opposed to what I thought the paintings “needed” to like in order to convey the
emotions I was forcing. I learned throughout the process to stop trying to capture a central
emotion, but rather to paint how I was feeling and what I personally enjoyed looking at. It was at
that point that I was able to stumble onto some creations that I believe have real potential. If I
were to continue this exploration and create a show full of pieces in the same style as the final
three paintings, I think it would be very impactful and a strong case study of color.
For the purpose of looking more closely at each piece, I will be referring to them in the
order they were created. Painting 1 (image 2) had the longest creation process as it was the first
one done and therefore had to establish a direction for this show. I knew I wanted to play with
contrasting colors in the first piece and have the yellow be not as prominent as it ended up being
in following pieces, so I started with a background of rich cool colors. I also wanted to have
contrast between the smooth, blended texture of the background and the rough bright yellow
editions on the top layer. This painting had many different versions underneath, but I see that the
final piece captured simple interactions between the color yellow and other colors.

For painting 2 (image 3) I had just worked with a large color scheme in the previous
painting, so I decided to work more monochromatically using the color yellow alongside neutral
gray tones. I started with an all yellow background and decided in order to be true to how I was
feeling as a person and an artist at that time, I needed to have something heavy and a little more
dark break up the bright and warm feelings in the yellow. This was the first time in this process
that I began to realize the color yellow doesn’t have to always live inside that happiness box and
sometimes a painting can have a somber tone overall, yet the yellow can still hold elements of
hope and light even within darkness.
So for painting 3 (image 4), I decided to push this idea of yellow serving as the light at
the end of the tunnel and, in a way, did a reversed painting from the one I had created prior. This
black background with swirling yellows began to symbolize confusion for myself as well as the
idea that it gets better and grief is not the end all be all. At this point, I had to take a short break
from painting as I did not want my entire collection to focus on the play between light and dark.
After a brief pause, I was able to begin again on painting 4 (image 5). I decided to let the
colors speak for themselves, and this painting was a huge turning point for me. I began to focus
on analogous color schemes for this painting as well as the next. I stayed on the warm side of the
spectrum for painting 4 as I wanted to try to further contrast the previous cool feeling pieces. I
was drawn aesthetically to the smooth gradation and even though this painting was intended to
have another layer of texture added on top much like the previous painting, I was so proud of
where it was that I decided I did not want to force anything else on to it. This smooth gradation
became a new style choice for me and the remainder of the pieces.
Painting 5 (image 6) is one of my personal favorites. I allowed myself to make
free-flowing shapes that led to, in my opinion, the most intriguing composition yet. This painting

represents a period of refreshment and a new beginning for me as an artist. I really wanted to go
back to a cooler color scheme, yet take it in a new direction that still had the tone of warmth even
though the green is so prominent.
The final painting, number 6 (image 7) is the one I believe shows the most growth and
has the most potential to be further developed into a consistent style. It mirrors the color scheme
of that used in the first painting, but I approached it in a new style that I had found in paintings 4
and 5. I had a lot of viewers tell me this was the most thought-provoking piece which was my
goal all along, so I am very pleased with where my exploration ended up. For me, this final
painting is a symbol of what could be and how the full color spectrum has power over emotion
that cannot be pinpointed into a specific category or box.
Takeaways
Color is a cornerstone in nearly all visual art, and the way a viewer perceives a work of
art is closely related to color. I still fully believe this to be true, but it does not capture the full
story. Color is just one aspect of what makes art so powerful. Style, circumstance, composition,
texture. Etc. all play important roles in the tone/mood a viewer will perceive from a work of art.
This is an important lesson for me to realize as I continue on as an artist. In order to even begin
to understand a piece of art, you have to look at the full picture, and it is okay to let your own
emotions and experiences affect how you create and interact with art. I hope I am blessed with
enough time and resources to continue looking at color and composition in new ways through
painting even as I begin a career in digital art.
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